In reverse vaccinology approaches, complete proteomes of bacteria are 28 submitted to multiple computational prediction steps in order to filter proteins that 29 are possible vaccine candidates. Most available tools perform such analysis only in 30 a single strain, or a very limited number of strains. But the vast amount of genomic 31 data had shown that most bacteria contain pangenomes, i.e. their genomic 32 information contains core, conserved genes, and random accessory genes specific 33 to each strain. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to define core proteins, and 34 also core epitopes, in reverse vaccinology methods. EpitoCore is a decision-tree 35 pipeline developed to fulfill that need. It provides surfaceome prediction of proteins 36 from related strains, defines clusters of core proteins within those, calculate the 37 immunogenicity of such clusters, predicts epitopes for a given set of MHC alleles 38 defined by the user, and then reports if epitopes are located extracellularly and if 39 they are conserved among the core homologues. Pipeline performance is 40 illustrated by mining peptide vaccine candidates in Mycobacterium avium 41 hominissuis strains. From a total proteome of approximately 4,800 proteins per 42 strain, EpitoCore mined 103 highly immunogenic core homologues located at cell 43 surface, many of those related to virulence and drug resistance. Conserved 44 epitopes identified among these homologues allows the users to define sets of 45 peptides with potential to immunize the largest coverage of tested HLA alleles 46 using peptide-based vaccines. Therefore, EpitoCore is able to provide automated 47 100 pangenomic analysis and RV prediction is PanRV (Naz et al., 2019), which 101 employs routinely used membrane and subcellular localization predictions. It also 102 combines additional filters to enrich possible vaccine candidates such as gene 103 essentiality and/or virulence factor predictions.
identification of conserved epitopes in bacterial pangenomic datasets. The characterization of specific molecular targets for controlling and 54 removing bacterial infections is an important and challenging task. Membrane and 55 surface proteins are known promising candidates due to the fact they carry out is submitted to the tool, which then apply different filters under specific parameters 79 to trim the list to a final, smaller dataset of potential vaccine candidates; or ii) 80 machine-learning approaches, which classify epitope candidates based on rules 81 created by a training set of known, well characterized epitopes (Dalsass et Score as the mean scoring epitopes based on their percentile ranking (mean of all 254 epitopes with score lower than 0.05). We did that for each protein within a cluster 255 and then compared their Immunogenetic Scores -in a second filtering round, 256 proteins whose scores were lower than 0.02 were then classified as Highly 281 Figure 1 illustrates the data processing steps performed in this study.
282
Briefly, each strain annotated proteome is submitted to either TMHMM prediction 283 or to pSORTb prediction, to filter possible surfaceome from intracellular molecules. of the entries that belong to each cluster are also given.
319
Some of the accessory clusters (6 or less components) might be true core 320 proteins and were mistakenly classified due to different reasons. We were able to 321 detect at least two issues: i) annotation errors, meaning that the nucleotide 322 sequence containing the gene exists in all strains, but was only annotated as a 323 coding region in some of them; ii) group of homologues with conflicting prediction, as exemplified in Figure 3B for TMHMM) were discarded.
347
All sequences present in clusters with +7 components were submitted to 348 MHC-II epitope prediction using IEDB. For each cluster, its immunogenicity score 349 was calculated by the median distribution of its peptides percentile ranking, to any 350 given HLA allele, but only considering the top 5% better scoring peptides.
351
Considering only better scoring peptides, most of the TMHMM predicted core 
435
Therefore, we implemented EpitoCore to provide not only the prediction of 436 antigenic proteins, but also to further mine conserved peptide vaccine candidates 437 within core proteins of a species. We tested the pipeline using seven complete 438 genomes of Mycobacterium avium hominissuis strains. Once a protein cluster (i.e.
439
homologues from analyzed strains) is scored as immunogenic, we further restricted 440 the pipeline to filter: epitopes that are distributed equally in all homologues; 441 correctly aligned to protein topology; triggers MHC alleles that are representative in 442 the population; and can be defined as a minimal set of epitopes for high population 443 coverage immunization.
444
Initial steps in our decision-tree workflow followed routine standards in the 445 field, by basically eliminating intracellular and inner membrane proteins by an 446 alpha-helix transmembrane prediction using TMHMM (Sonnhammer et al., 447 1998; Krogh et al., 2001) and pSORT (Nakai and Horton, 1999; Gardy et al., 2003) . 448 We performed the surfaceome prediction prior to homology clustering in order to 449 reduce dataset size and consequently, processing time. By performing homology 450 clustering directly to the complete proteome of each strain, and comparing clusters 451 with or without subcellular localization, we noted that many homologues had 452 discrepant prediction due to sequence variations. While is not clear if this is taken 453 into consideration by other publications using pangenomic features for RV, we 454 recommend that not only core proteins to be considered as possible vaccine 455 candidates, but core proteins with the same surfaceome prediction.
456
Core clusters were then submitted to MHC II epitope prediction using IEDB The cluster immunogenicity is then given as the average percentile score of those 464 epitopes for all proteins.
465
Here, in addition to define protein groups with valid epitopes, it is important EpitoCore is a peptide-centric epitope prediction tool which takes into 492 consideration pangenomic variation across strains of a given dataset, and reports 493 conserved epitopes between homologues of those strains. The pipeline is highly 494 modular, and future developments could allow implementation of are compared) (A). This performance was close to 98% identical for core proteins.
646
For accessory proteins (groups 1 to 6), this was closer to 55%. When hiding 647 identical clusters (B), it is evident that for most accessory clusters, the number of 648 missing elements adds to the exact number of strains used. This illustrates protein 649 groups with 7 components if no prediction is performed, i.e. true core proteins. 1  19  25  28  34  37  55  58  71  73  77  88  96  97  103  110  114  115  125  180  211  215  233  246  270  276  279  283  288  299  300  306  308  321  327  331  337  347  349  352  357  359  365  371  379  383  391  396  408  410  414  444  475  495 Cluster Peptide Frequency in Clusters
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